
To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Dylan A. Marcheschi and I completed my Master of Fine Arts at Hunter College, having
completed my Bachelor of Arts degree at Columbia University, where I put myself through school and
graduated with honors studying American History and Studio Art. Other areas of study included but
were not limited to antiquity and Southeast Asian musical ethnography.

In my professional  life  I  have worked as an instructor at  the undergraduate level,  a writer,  editor,
television  producer,  journalist,  photojournalist,  graphic  designer,  creative  director,  curator,  sound
designer,  and  tutor.  My  most  recent  position  has  been  teaching  media  production,  design  and
technology at the City University of New York. As a multi-disciplinary artist working across a range of
fields my areas of expertise include videography and photography (both film and digital), audio and
podcasting, graphic design, animation, motion graphics, web production, and sound design. I primarily
work within the Adobe suite of software. I am highly proficient at video editing and compositing using
After Effects and Premiere Pro, digital illustration and imaging work in Illustrator and Photoshop, and
Animation in After Effects and Animate. I have worked with a diverse range of javascript libraries and
APIs in my coding work and front end development. I am likewise experienced in physical computing
utilizing the Arduino platform. In terms of audio I am proficient in all major DAWs and have spent
over  a  decade  working  in  multi-channel  analog  sound  and  video  synthesis.  I  have  developed  an
audio/visual artistic practice for over a decade, performing live, teaching, and producing commercial
and grant funded projects.

Prior to my teaching work I  was a  fellow at  the Foreign Policy Association where I  directed two
episodes of their award-winning documentary series for PBS, taking them from conception through to
interviewing and editing, and ultimately serving as associate producer on six additional episodes. The
premise of the long-running series is to unpack complex foreign policy issues for a general audience,
which in my capacity as producer meant conducting one-on-one interviews with international heads of
state at the highest levels of government, as well as the world’s top business leaders, and producing
quality content for the eight part annual series. 

Concurrent with my artistic practice I have typically worked in non-profit  political and social justice
capacities. I produced editorial graphics for the Brennan Center for Justice, a leading social justice law
center which I continued to work with on a freelance basis after leaving. Prior to that, I had spent time
working  as  a  freelance  photographer  and  editor,  during  which  time  I  had  my work  covering  the
economic protests of 2011 featured by the New York Post. 

Prior to my freelance work I spent three years managing a custom design and textile company in the
financial district described by Country Living and the New York Times as a model small business. My
duties included editing the company catalog four times a year, overseeing customer service operations,
conducting  photo  and  graphics  editing,  forging  an  online  identity  for  the  business,  updating  the
company website and developing a social media presence.

For over two years I worked as a freelance journalist for Thomas Publishing. Several years before the
ubiquity of  social media and  the now heightened  FCC  regulatory scrutiny I wrote an  essay in 2011
concerning issues of digital rights  which was critical of Google’s business practices. In the  essay I
stated what I believed to be valid criticism of deficiencies within user-powered communities—rights
concerning identity, freedom of speech, censorship, and digital ownership that should be inherent in
any community. In the following days the open letter was re-published on the websites of PC World,



Forbes, the Wall Street Journal,  Business Insider,  ABC, CNET, and the Consumerist,  among many
others, excerpted on public radio and translated into four languages.

Over  the  years  I  have  volunteered  with  various  arts  and  community  organizations,  helping  to
coordinate and fund the Big Muddy Media Center, at the time a fledgling Independent Media Center
which was part of the international IMC network. We hosted events at their curated performance space
and helped produce their weekly radio program for WDBX, as well as a monthly print publication on
politics, economics, and community related issues. In my role as tutor, I have taught part-time for the
family of chess champion and financier David Berman, tutoring his children grades  K-12 in reading,
writing, arts, music, and technology.

In my artistic practice I have worked for over a decade as a regularly performing audio/visual artist and
have licensed music commercially. I was hired to re-orchestrate the music for Tim Fite and Andrew
Scoville’s  production of “Rats and Rags” at  the Public  Theater  in New York City.  The show was
subsequently listed by the New York Times and played to a sold out audience. I have studied  sound
design in-depth and for the past ten years my primary focus has been on analog audio/visual design and
technology. I have given several public and academic talks on topics ranging from my personal practice
to acoustic phenomena  and video synthesis, and I  have conducted numerous workshops and given
lessons on sound synthesis, recording, mixing, and production. While an undergraduate at Columbia
University I frequently led sound classes at the graduate level while studying at the historic Computer
Music Center. 

My  MFA thesis  project  comprised a  body  of  work showcasing  real-time  processes  in long-form
microtonal  sound  compositions,  with the  repurposing  of  antiquated  technologies  to  produce
corresponding audio-reactive videos exploring the electromagnetic spectrum. The project constitutes an
analog audio/visual survey of historical tuning systems and temperaments. Most contemporary Western
audiences will seldom if ever encounter harmony outside of post-Renaissance tuning conventions. This
capstone project highlighted those pre-orthodox harmonic relationships which existed throughout most
of history, and continue to exist outside of the sphere of Western influence. The corresponding paper
documented that history, as well as recent correlates in advances of acoustic ecology and sound as
therapeutic intervention.

I enjoy making the unseen visible, whether in my documentary work or through my audio/visual work
exposing  audiences  to  psychoacoustic  properties  of  sound that  are  easily  lost  in  the  digital  age.  I
additionally have deep ties to many of New York’s cultural hubs and have produced events across the
city  for  the  past  decade.  As  a  practitioner  and  promoter  of  the  arts  I  developed  a  long-running
experimental  audio/visual  residency  at  a  performance  space  in  Williamsburg  which  drew  highly
regarded international performers, and later developed a separate series focused on DIY electronics at
the acclaimed multi-disciplinary arts space Silent Barn. I  was a  founding member of the curatorial
board of the Park Church Co-op in Brooklyn directing artistic and cultural programming  which has
garnered national press over the years. I have curated several film and animation screenings, as well as
a long-running New Music series in Brooklyn. I’m currently producing an expanded cinema series in
collaboration with Harvestworks and Manhattan public access Channel 4 which highlights international
contemporary film and video art. 

In the summer of 2020 I  helped launch a podcast  focused on the music of Gustav Mahler  which
subsequently charted at the No. 1 position in arts commentary, No. 10 in music overall. It won the Gold
Award at the New York Festivals Radio Awards, has been included for study at the HILR Institute at
Harvard, and promoted by the world's top symphony orchestras. I have been a Brooklyn Arts Council



grant recipient for four years running and have conducted community arts workshops on their behalf,
teaching podcasting and animation. I currently host the three-hour long Afternoon New Music show on
WKCR 89.9FM, the program has been a fixture of the New Music community for decades and is
dedicated to avant-garde music of the 20th century. 

In my teaching work I enjoy helping students learn to use the tools and vast online resources available
to them in order to democratize media, develop self-expression, bolster employment prospects, and
effect change in the 21st century. To that end I seek to foster interest in the power of emerging media
while  situating  it  in  proper  historical  context.  I  look for  ways  to  develop  introductory  classroom
projects with real-world applications, and to teach the process of refinement through iteration. 

I have been teaching throughout the pandemic, working with distance learning models and adapting
projects  for  remote  instruction.  I  have  a  wide  range  of  experience  and  a  demonstrated  record  of
accomplishment, both in academia and in business.

Writing samples, example syllabi, and references are available upon request.

Thank you again for your consideration,

Dylan A. Marcheschi
p. 347-927-7871
e. dylan.marcheschi@gmail.com
w. dylanmarcheschi.com/portfolio


